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Affiliation/Position Asian and African Area studies, African area studies /D5 
Name Aya Yokotsuka 
 

1. Country/location of visit   
Malaysia, Sarawak, Kuching 

2. Research project 
Participation on Association for Tropical Biology and Conservation for poster presentation 

3. Date (departing from/returning to Japan) 
30th June-9th, July, 2018 (10 days) 

4. Main host researcher and affiliation 
Association for Tropical Biology and Conservation 

5. Progress and results of your research/activity (You can attach extra pages if needed) 
Please insert one or more pictures (to be publicly released). Below each picture, please provide a brief description. 

The purpose of participating in this society is to listen to presentations specialized for conservation of all 
species not limited by primates, to acquire knowledge about conservation research by sociological method, 
to have a poster presentation there. This academic society in this time was mainly research in Asia, but as 
there were many research presentations based on fieldwork studies, I could find research that could be 
helpful.There were two core times of poster presentation during the exhibition, but there were quite a lot of 
people stopping their feet in front of my posters, and many people asked me questions. For Bonobo 
researchers in Congo, even though it is not a brand new fact, as researchers with different regions and target 
species may be regarded as shocking survey results, they seem to have a greater response than my 
imagination. Looking at researches on conservation in recent years in papers and presentations, it seems that 
there are many interdisciplinary researches. There are things that make one research result with both animal 
ecology and sociology, but I felt that social science + anthropological methods similar to my research are not 
so much yet . This time for the first time I participated in an academic society that specialized in 
conservation, but I listened a lot of research and it was a good opportunity for me to   have presentation my 
own research.  
  
 

 
   
 
 
                                                 
Poster presentation core time                        Session on hunting and illegal transactions. Many 
                                               international illegal transactions are reported in Asia 

6. Others 
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